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On the Influence of Changes in the CO2 Concentration in Air on the
Radiation Balance of the Earth's Surface and on the Climate
F.MoLLER
Ji.leteorologisches lnstitut der Universitii.t Miinchen, ivJunich, Germany
The numerical value of a temperature change under the influence of a CO.
calculated by Plass is valid only for a dry atmosphere. Overlapping of the absorp
tion bands of CO, and H,O in the range around 15 f.L essent.ially dim inish es t.he temperature
changes. New calculations give !IT = +1.5' when the C02 content increases from 300 to 600
ppm. Cloudiness diminishes the radiation effects but not the temperature changes because
under cloudy skies larger temperature changes are needed in order to compensate for an equal
change in the downward long-wave radiation. The increase in the w ater vapor content of the
atmosphere with rising temperature c auses a self-amplification effect which results in almost
arbitrary temperature changes, e.g. for constant relative humidity !l T = +10° in the above
mentioned case. It is shown, however, th a t the changed radiation conditions are not necessarily
compensated for by a temperature change. The effect of an increase in CO. from 300 to 330
ppm can be compensated for com p l e tely by a change in the water vapor c onte nt of 3 per cent
or by a change in the cloudine ss of 1 per cent of its value wi th o u t the occurrence of tempera
ture changes at all Thus the theory that climatic variations are effected by variations in
the C02 content becomes very questionable.

Abstract.

change as

.

In a series of publications, Plass [1956a, b,

1961a, b] has shown that

variations in the

c,

CO.

concentration in the air change the long-wave

downward radiation of the atmosphere and,

thereby, the heat lost by radiation from the
earth's surfa ce Increasing the CO2 content in
creases the atmospheric radiation or diminishes
.

the radiation loss from the surface. The dis
turbed radiation budget will be compensated

for, other things being equal, by an increased
surface t emp era ture. Plass therefore believes
that a cause of climatic variations during geo
logical and recent time has be en found in the
rariations in the CO. content.
A variat io n in the insolation is justly neg 
lected, for the absorption of the so la r radiation
by CO2 is so small that its change can be disre
garded. V ar iations in the radiation b udget , how
ever, will be followed by changes in the entire
heat budget of the surface; heat consumption
by evapotranspiration and transfer of sensible
heat to the atmosphere will be changed, and
water vapor content, vertical lapse rate of tem
perature, and cloudiness will be changed in the
i1me way. Plass has tried to estimate qualita
tirely all these secondary effects. The starting
point of all considerations, however, has to be
the numerical value of the variations in the
long-wave radiation.

It is useful in the foll owing considerations to
use the concept of long-wave, outgoing net
radiation E of the earth's surface (effective out
g oing radiation) which is the negative value of
the radiation budget in the long-wave spectral
region or the difference E = aT:
A, where
T, is the surface temperature and A is the
d ownw ar d terrestrial radiation; the absorptiv
ity of the earth's surface is taken to be unity.
The increase in the long-wave outgoing radia
tion of the surface with a decrease in the CO.
content to half its present value is, according to
Plass, 12.5 mcal/em" min and the decrease in
the radiation with doubled C02 c ontent is 11.9
meal/em' min. From these values, Plass derives
temperature changes of -3.80 and +3.6°, re
spectively. Kaplan [1960, 1961] has attacked
these calculations and has pointed out that
Plass did not take into account the influence of
cloudiness on the radiation. With a half overcast
sky and an average distribution of the clou ds at
different levels of the atmosphere, the long-wave
net radiation of the surface is diminished by 38
per cent, according to Kaplan, and in the same
way the influence of a COs change on the radia
tion change is reduced. Kaplan's considerations
appear to be justified, for the cloudiness present
ill the natural atmosphere must not be neg
lected. We shall show, however, that Kaplan is
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wrong in deducing that the resulting tempera
ture change is diminished

to 62 per cent.

Different numerical values are obtained by
the two authors, perhaps because they used dif
ferent absorption quantities. The results

a re not

exactly comparable because Kapla n used two
model atmospheres having surface temperatures

of 40° and O°C and Plass used T,

=

15°C.

without cloudiness have been recalc ul ated. These
results are also shown in Table 1.
The basis of the calculations was a standard
atmosphere with the f o llowin g characteristics:
temperature at the sur face 15°C, lapse rate

6.5°jkm,

isothermal

stratosphere

at

-55°C'

,

temperature of the ground equal to that of the
lowest air layer, CO. concentration of 300 ppm,

There are also small differences in their lapse

and rel ative humidity 75 per cent

rates. Cutting off the at mosphere at 100 mb

humidity at the surface 9.7 g/m" (Kondrat'ev

will lea d to wr ong

values of the long-wave emis

sion to space. The influence of that m easure on

the net radiation from the ground is small, how
ever (it is overestimated by Plass).
Both Plass and K aplan neglect the fact that
between 12 and 18 po, in th e wavelength range
of CO. absorpt ion, water vapor absorbs also, re
ducing further the radiation bu dget of the earth's
surface. This

influence has been

Kondrat'ev and

studied

Niilisk [1960]. They

by

a lso in

used

10.0 glm"). When the pressure effect on
is assumed p roportional to pip,

t he abs orpt ion

for both CO. and H20, the effective mass is
121.7 cm CO. at STP and the effective water
vap or mass of the entire at mosp here is 1.73 em
liquid equivalent. In further calculations, the
CO. concentration was varied to 3 30, 600, and
150 ppm, i.e. i ncreased by 10 and 100 per cent
and decreased to 50 per cent of its normal value.
In the spectral range f r om 12.0 to 18.0 u

vestigated the influence of varied temperature

(v

stratifications and showed that it is small . The

tions and generalized

water vapor absorption,

however, diminishes the
net radiation from the surface in the range of
t he CO. band to 34 per cent of its value in an

or absolute

=

833 to 546 cm-') those transmission fun�

a bsorp tion coefficients

are

Elsasser and Culbertson
in Tables 3, 7, 8, and 10

used which are given by

[ 1 960] for both gases

their mon o graph. For the continuous share of

of

-

absolutely dry atmosphere and correspondingly

the water vapor absorpt ion, the function [1

diminishes the effect of CO2 variations on the

(-1.66u)] was introduced as an approxima
tion to 2 Hs (u). The overlapping of CO. and
H.O absorption bands was taken into account in
th e usual way by multiplying the transmissiyj

surface temperature. Kondrat'ev d oes not take
into account the influence of cloudiness. All es

sential numerical values are given in Table 1.
To get a clear judgment, the radiati on effects

e},,'})

ties of CO.

with and without water vapor and with and

To

and H20 T." i . e. ,

To integrate the

T = T.T ...

contribu tions to the down-

TABLE 1. Effective Outgoing Ra di ation from t he Earth's Surface in the 12- to 18-.u Band and Change
in the Effective Radiation with Change in the CO2 Concentration, in mcal/cm2 min
Values in parentheses refer to calculations with Yamamoto and Sasamori's [1961] absorption values.

Author

Condition

CO2 Content, ppm
330
300
150

Change of CO2 Content
300-330
300-150
300-600

cloudless
Plass
Kaplan
Kaplan
Kondrat'ev
Kondrat'ev
M oller
Moller

15°
40°
0°
10°
10°
15°
15°

without H2O
without H2O
without H2O
without H2O
w ith H2O
without H2O
with H2O

79.8
54.7
70.4
23.3
61.5
33.7

68.3
47.7
62.8
21.3
54.9
30.3

66.8
46.8
61.6
20.8
54.0
29 . 8

-11.9

-1.5
-0.9
-1.2
-0.5
-0.9
-0.45
(-0.60)

+12.5
+11.5
+7.0
+7.6
+2.0
+6.6
+3.4
(+4.6)

( -4 . 4

-0.9
-0.6
-0.51
-0.32
( -0.43)

+6.9
+4.2
+4.2
+2.2
(+3.0)

-2.2
(-3.0)

-6.4

-3.3

)

72 cloudiness
Kaplan
Kaplan
Moller
Molle r

40°
0°
15°
15°

without H2O
without H2O

without H2O
with H2O

49.2
34.1
39.4
22.4

42.3
29.9
35.2
20.2

41.4
29.3
34.7
19.9
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ward radiation of the different layers, the atmo
S1lhere was subdivided into lay ers according to
i;s temperature. The temperature range in the

law r closest to the groun d was only 0.10• The
b�undary temperatures of the layers (in de
"rees) beginning at the ground, were 15, 14.9,

14,13:

12, 11, 10, 5, 0, -10, -20, -30,

-40,

-50,

and

-

55

.
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The pa rticularly narrow sub

division close to the reference level (earth's sur
face) was necessary because of t he strong ab
sorption of very thin layers
(l-km

st e p s as

at some

wavelengths

used by Plass appear to be too

thick c l o se to the ground) . The calculations were
made

separately for

ten wavelength

regions
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Fig. 1. Outgoing effective (net) radiation from the earth's surface, for C02 concentration
of 0.03 per cent by volume (dashed) and 0.06 per cent by volume (full line), without (upper
lines) and with (lower lines) simultaneous absorption by water vapor. Uppermost line, black
body emission of the earth's surfa ce at 15°C.
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within

the interv al 12.0 to 18.0 }J. and then in

tegrated over the total range (Plass use d six
partial int erv als and Kaplan used

five).

The m ethod of ca lculation is illustrated by
Figures 1 and 2. Figure
tribution

1 shows the spectral dis

of the effective outgoing radiation

when absorption is by CO. only. The changes
evidently occur

in the wings of the 15-ft

mainly

ban d . With overlapping of

at the short-wave side of the band but is strongly
decreased at the long-wave side. Thus essential
changes occur in sma ll spectral ranges

only.

The differ enc es bet\veen the outgoing radia

tion for CO, concentrations of 300 and 600 ppm
are shown in Figure 2, with and without the ac
tion of H,O. The radiation qu antities were inte
grated over the wavelengths a ccor ding to Figure
1 only for the standard CO. concentration with
and without H.O. For the o th e r CO. concentra
tions only the difference curves were integr ate d
acco rdin g to Figure 2. The results are shown in
Table 1, w hich also contains the most important
results of the calculations of other authors.

The va ri at i on in the outgoing ra diation from
the ear th's

surface

for a dec rea se in the

the first line of Table 1
mcal/cm" min

for

CO.

normal amount, given in

its

(after

Plass), is +12.5

the water-free atmosph ere

having a sur fac e temperature of 15°C. K a p l an 's
corresponding value is +11.5 unit s for a surface
temperature of 40°C and +7.0 units for
units

+7.6

for

O°C.

100e,

Kondrat'ev

obtains

wh e re a s

pres ent result is +6.6 units for

the

13

the HoO absorp tion

band the effective radiation is slightly diminished

content to half of

...
UJ
15

sorption. To obtain

and without H20 ab
comparable values it was

d ecid ed to use the same cloudiness ('h) and the
same vertical distribution of clouds (Table 2)

now available for th e average distribution of the
upper and lower surfaces of c l oud s with height

[de Bary and Moller, 1960].
When he took the cloudiness into account,
Kaplan obtained a decrease to 60 per cent of his
v alu e with cloudless ski es, whereas these calcula
tions give a decrease to 64 per cent. Taking
HoO an d cloudiness into accoUnt, we find that
ch ange s in the effec t ive long-wave radiation of
only +2.2 mcal/c m' min occur with half and of
-2.2 units with twice the normal CO. content.
This is only 18 per cent of the original values

Plass.
These small

values may be cause d

Howard

et

al.

with

Yamamoto and Sasamori [1961J

p e riments of

effects of

CO.

and

H,O.
TABLE 2.

verified by the ex
Burch et al. [1960J, and they now
appear to be the most reliable ones (Figure 3).
To get a quick estimation of the influence of
other absorptivities the effe ctiv e spectral radia-

Distribution of Cloud Ceilings (after Kaplan)

p,mb
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9

2
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60 0

500

T, °C

-12

-21

-32

-44

-55

0.15

0.15

0.05

0.05

0.025

0.025

0.025

0.025

N

are much

smaller, and Plass's values are lower yet. Yama
moto's values were recently

introduce

the experimental

which are based on t he theoretical calculations
of

cent), respectively. The difference may be caused
spectral subdivision in c al cul a tin g the overlap

partly by

[1956]. The absorptivities

2.0 (26 per cent) and 3.4 mcal/cm' min (52 per

a

of

the us e of Elsasser's absorption figures. These
a re in good agreemen t

by the fact that Kon drat' ev did not

Ill'

Kaplan did, although b ette r statistical data are

data of

Kondrat'ev's and our figures are dimini shed to

18

Next, the influence of cloudiness on the calcu

ways of integration over atmospheric layers and
If the H20 absorption is taken into account,

[�l

l ations is introduced, with

ues; the smaller part may be due to different
wavelengths.

16
17
Wavelength

Fig. 2. Outgoing net radiation from the earth's
surface, difference between the cases with 0.03 and
0.06 per cent by volume of CO •. Upper thin line,
clear sky, no water vapor; middle thick line, clear
sky, with water vapor; lower dashed line, lh cloudi
ness, with water vapor.

15°C. The gre ate r part of these differences may
be caused by differences in the absorption val

14

c loudless
0.50
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Fig. 3. Absorption of CO. within the 15-,1£ absorption band. E calculated with Elsasser's
data, H men�ured by Howard et al., B measured by Burch et al., Y calculated by Yamamoto
and Sasamorl. Absorbing quantities and conditions as indicated.

will

not oc cur. This can

lion from the surface for the case of an iso

between ground and air

thermal atmosphere was calculated. Instea d of

be taken into account by considering the change

the change of

with temper ature in t he net radiation at the

ser)

+3.4

meal/em" min (after Elsas

when the CO. c on ten t is halved (Table 1),

we obtain for the isothermal a tmosp here

units. When we use the absorption numbers of
Yamamoto and Sasamori

we

obtain +4.11 units.

The ratio between these two values is 1.34. Thus
we

may assume that all the figures give n in

columns 6 to 8 of Table 1 for these values are
to be enlarged by Ys when the smaller absorp
tivities of Yamamoto are used. Because these
absorptivities are more

shall

be

reliable,

the factor 1.34

applied in all further considerations.

Also, with this correction the changes in the
outgoing radiation in column 7 are increased to
+4.6 and

+3.0 units.

The most difficult, b ut meteorologically the
mo st essential, question is which temperature
changes are effected by such changes in the
long-wave net radiation from the surface. Kon
drat'ev simply u ses the change in the black
radiation, which amounts to 8 meal/em' min
deg at a temperature of +15°C. It is not per
missible, however, to assume that an increase in
the downward atmospheric radiation cau sed by
an

increased CO.

surface,

+3.06

content can be compensated

for by an increased black radiation of the same
amount from the ground. With a warmer sur
face the air layer adjacent to the sur f a ce will
also be heated so that a temperature difference

aE/aT.

=

a(rrT/ - A)/aT.

where the downward atmospheric radiation A

has to

be

taken for the standard atmosphere of

the surface temperature T,

15 ° C.

=

The correct condition for the change in the
surfa ce temperature is that the radiation budget
of the earth's su rfa ce must remain un chan ged.
If

S

denotes the solar global radiation absorbed

by the earth's su rfac e and

E

denotes t he out

going long-wave net radiation, this condition
S

- E

=

constant .

S

cause the influence of the

CO.

abso rpt ion

011

solar radiation S can be neglected . When
decreased by

an

is

will not be changed be

increased

CO.

the

E

is

content, it must

be increased again by raising the temperature

(S - E) is kept
aE/aT, for the given

so that the radiation budget
in balance. The quantity
standard atmosphere

(T.

=

cent) is found to be equal to

15°C, f

2.7

=

75 per

meal/em' min

deg by evaluation from the radiation diagram

of Moller. By

calculating

a greater nu mb e r of

cases in the same diagr am Moller [1954]
an

E

approximate
=

(115.0

-

found

int.erpolation formula,

3.24T.
+

-

O.0185T/

S.OT,) X

3
10-

(1)

F.
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where T, and T, are the temperature and dew
point in ° C . T hi s formul a gi ves the similar value
+3.0 me al/em' min deg for the same different i al
quotient . Plass assumed th at a change of +3.3
meal/em' min corresponds to a temp er at ure
change of 1.0°. Both of our v alues do not differ
much from Plass's assumption. Kaplan us ed
Plass's values.
Using the value aE/aT. = 3.0 meal/em' min
deg we obtain from the values in parentheses in
Table 1 an increa se (decrease) in t emperat ur e
of 1.5° when the CO. content is doubled
(halved). This is about 40 per cent of the e ff ect
determined by Plass.
Plass [1961aJ has stressed that, for an in
crease in the ground tempemture, t he atmo
sphere, at least in its lowest layers, will also be
heated and will then be able to contain a larger
amount of wat er vapor. The atmo spheri c down
ward mdiation will then be enlarged, and this
will again effect a heating of the earth's surface.
In this way there will e}"-1st a self-intensifying or
feed-back effect in the he ating pro ces s .
The process of accumulation or loss of CO. in
the atmosphere t akes place very slowly (decades
or centuries). The assumption of 75 per cent
relative humidity in the atmosphere, the refo re,
will still be valid after the CO. change, for it is
a consequence of the evapotranspiration or of
the gene ral circulation and is ind ep en de nt of the
CO. concentration . At any rate, con st an t rela
tive humidity is meteorologically more reason
able than the assumption of a constant absolute
humidity.
In this case the co nv ersion factor from heat
units to temperature units is given by the re
ciprocal value of

aE + aE dW
dE
dT. - aT.
aw dT.

( )

_

/-75%

(2)

where W, the total liquid equivalent of water
v apo r , is de pen dent on the temperature. The
effective radiation E decreases with i ncr easing
water vapor content, so the second term in (2)
is negative. The numerical value of (2) can be
derived from (1) by differentiation. For T, =
+15° and T, = +1O.50°C, which corresponds
to f = 75 per cent, w e find

dE/dT.

=

The ne g a t iv e

-0 ..50

mcal/cm2

sign means

min deg

(3)

that an in c re as e in the

outgoing net r adi ation from t he earth's surface
will be obtained by a t emperatur e fail when the
relative humidity remains constant. An increase
of the CO2 co ntent and of the downward radia
tion of the atmosphere will in this case be com
p en sate d for by a d e cre as e in the surfa c e tem
perature instead of an inc r ease , which should be
expected.
It is worth while to verify this result. It can
from a fo rm ula based on calcula
tions from Moller's di agram or from the .�g_
strom formula which is inf erred from measure
ments. Following Angst r om we obtain the
r elation ship E = aT: [0.210 + 0.174 e�ll
(-0.127E.)], wher e E, is the vapor pressu re at
the surface in rom of Hg. By total differentia
tion , and using T. = 15°C, to, = 9.59 mm oi

be obt ain ed

Hg, (dE/dT) f="% = 0 52 mm of Hg/deg, one ob
tains dE/cIT, = -0.23 mcal/em" min deg,
which is a nega tive value as well. Any graphical
representation of the Angstrom formula [e.g.,
Geiger, 1961J shows the decr ease of E with T,
when the relative humidity is constant.
The feed-b ack effect which was postulate d by
Pl ass does not e}"-1st.
This controversial result is ob ta ined because
the change in the insolation or global radiation
with the water vapor content of the atmosphere
was negl ec ted . The water vapor co ntent in·
cr ease s when the relative humidity remains
constant and the temperature increases ; the
glob al radiation S is then diminished because
of the stronger absorp ti o n and it is therefore
not necessary for the effective outgoing radia
tion to increase so st rongly .
Returning to the condition of the balanced
radiat ion budget,
.

SeW)
w here

c

is

-

E(T., TV, c)

the

=

constant

total CO2 content

of the

(4;
atmo

sphere,

we find by total differentiation that

dS dW

dT. -

dW dT.

-

aE
dT,
aT,

aE dW

aW dT.

aE
dT. - ac

de

=

0

(' :;)
u

The last term is the ch an g e in the effective
radiation f>.E, which was computed earlier and
is given in Table 1. We obtain
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::'T,

=

!1E

/( dS dW - aE d
dW dT.

W

aw dT.

aE
-

)

aT,

(6)

decrease of the temperature, D.T. < O. T he
second and third terms in parentheses are

to (3).

similar calculation for

a

the annual average gives dS/dW

The total e xp ressio n in parentheses should be
negative when a positive D.E (with diminished
CO, content) is expected to be followed by a

+0.50 meal/cm2 min deg acc ording

With these numbers,

.lobal radiation is composed of direct solar radi
and diffuse sky radiation. Sky r adi ation

is stronger in the visible and ultraviolet spectral
mnges and is much smaller in the infrared
where the water v apo r absorption bands are

But

-.

min deg. With this value and with

(3)

the

term in parentheses in (6) is

d(S - E)/dT,
=

The

�tion

-7.0 mcal/

=

(dW/dT,) ,=75% = 0.137 em
(dW/dT.),=.5% = 0 965 meal/em"

em" min em I.e.

l.e./deg, so

3883

-0.46 mcal/cm2 min d eg

(7)

Reducing the quantities of D.E of Table 1 to
the absorption values of Yamamoto and Sasa

mori and applying the conversion factor
find for the cloudless atmosphere:
when

c

is decreased to

=

(7), we
-10.0°

50 per cent of its normal

located. Only in an overcast sky may the diffuse
inirared radiation become comparable to the
,-i,ible pa.rt. We may therefore equate, to a first

value,

\lith

of the water vapor, we find that these tempera

approximation, the dec rease in global radiation
water vapor co nte nt and the qu anti tative

yalue of the increase in abso rpti on a of the
direct solar radiation at an average zenith

angle (�)

of the sun. Then

�

dW

_

-

_

10
2

dW

are giv en by

a

em

3

cos

�
(r)

=

Yamamoto [1962].

ture changes are about
numerical values given

ppw or precipitable water.) The assumption of

average zenith angle <�) throughout the day

and year is a rather rough approximation. A

more representative value of the insolation can

by counting

the

hours

during

which the sun's elevation has given values. At
50° latitude, the sun's zenith angle remains be

tween the given limits for the times shown (in
fractions of a year) :

of the sun

=

+1.30°

2.5 times larger than the
by Plass and 6.6 times

larger than the above-computed values.

°

90

cannot be applied

0.137

E are much

smaller

and their changes with water vapor W and

T,

with temperature

are also smaller than with

cloudless skies. To calculate

E

we can ag ai n use

the formulas given by Moller [1954]. They are

=

=

ECO)

[1

-

L N;(1

-

O7
0.043ATi .

-(I +
where E(N) and

ki)]

0.151/100)(1 - 0 .0027T )

.

E(O)

are the effective outgoing

radiation with cloudy and cloudless skies, re
spectively.

E(O)

is as given by

(1), N. and

D.T.

are the partial cloudiness and the temperature

difference between the earth's surfa ce and the
ceiling of the cloud layer according to Table 2.
After differentiating and

introduction of all

numerical values, we get

dE(N)/dT.

°
70

80°

0_102

(7)

the long-wave net radiation

I.e. stands for 'liquid equiva 

Zenith angle

D.T

is increa sed to 110 per cent of its normal

value. Taking into account the feed-back effect

k,

lent' of water vapor, which is used instead of

Time

c

E(N)

-8.7 mcal/cm2 min em I.e.

be obtain ed

is incre ase d to 200

sin ce with cloudiness the global radiation Sand

p/po reduction) to be 2.12
and <�) to be 60°, we ob tain from curve

(The abbreviation

an

when

Figure 1 of Yamamoto's paper

dS/dlV

c

per cent of its no rma l value, and

the conversion factor

(without the

ppw

in

+9.60° when

ture changes with clouds present. In this case

Assumin.g the water vapor content of the atmo

sphere

=

It is necessary, however, to fin d the tempera

da(W s e c ($"»)

where 10 is the solar constant. The most reliable
ralues of

.D.T

AT

=

-0.40 mcal/ cm

40°

50°
0_080

0.077

2

0.053

min d eg

30°
0.057
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To obtain the variation in th e global radiation
S with water vapor content (for cloudy sky) we
can assume that below the cloudless half of the

sky the erlobal radiation is un changed and b elow
the clo u y part only 40 per cent of the radia

d

tion is present. This roug h estimation gives
o. 7(dS/ dT.)
=

- 0.68 mcal/ cm2 min deg

temperature changes for cloudy skies do not

differ from those for cloudless skies . Taking into
account the diminution of the radiation

by

clouds, we obtain almost the same temperature

changes as with cloudless skies because the con
ver s i on factors from radiation to

the

itself.

Conclw;ions.

same vari ation

temperature
cent per

deg. According to the above-mentioned calcuh.

t ions, an incr ease of
gives

tempera ture

CO.

from 300 to 600 ppm

change AT.

as

temperature
the radiation

Clou diness diminishes the quan 

titative influence of a CO. v ariation on the

ch ange in the r adiation budget. This smaller
change, howev e r, must be compensated for

by

a t emperature change of the same amount as in
the cloudl ess case. Therefore, t he influence of
clou dine ss that was shown by Kap lan does n o t
exist .

The changes in the long-wave radiat ion with

CO. content as found by
Plass are noticeably diminished when the ab
sorption of water vapor in the s am e spectral
range is taken into account. This has already
been shown by Kondrat'ev and Niilisk.
In this case, we must di sti n guish between th e
assumptions that the water vapor content (in
em I.e.) remains unch an ged in spite of the heat
ing (c ool ing ) of the at mosphere and that it in
creases (decreases) . Constant absolu t e humi dity
increased or decreased

means that the relative humidity f decreases

1 .5° for

= +
-4.66 p er cent per d eg, and a temperature
The feed-back
change AT. = +9.6° f or Ai =

Af

a

=

O.

effect as shown by th ese values was

and the quantity in parentheses in (6) becomes
(for cloudy sky) -0.28 mcal/cm' min deg.
Ag ain using the quantities AE in parentheses
in Table 1, whi ch are r educ ed to the absorp tion
values of Yamamoto' and Sasamori [1961], we
find for the cloudy sky: AT. = -10.7° wh en
c is decreased to 50 per cen t of i t s normal v alue ,
AT. = +10,70 when c is i ncr eased to 200 per
cent of i ts normal value, and AT. = + 1 .5°
when c is in cre ased to 110 per cent of its normal
value.
All the conversion factors and their single
t erms are v ery uncertain or are based on esti
ma tes only. Th erefor e , we may assume that the

show almost

from 75 to 70.34 per cen t with a

increase of 1 ° or is lowered by 4.66 per

found only

chang�

w hen the change in solar radiation with

of water vapor content was also taken into

ac.

count. The in fluen c e of the water vapor varia.
tions is ver y strong. It i s not p ossible , however,

to demonstrate definite ly which change of water

vap or content will o c cur when the temper ature
changes. For two other assumptions

we

similarly derive a temperature change AT,
+2.6° for Af

=

can
=:

-2.33 per cent per deg, and

temperatu r e chang e

AT.

=

-5.6° for

/:"f

a

=:

We rec ognize that for
p er cent per deg the temperature

+2.33 per eent per deg.

Ai

=

+0.8

change becomes in finite. Very small variations
effect a reversal of sign or h uge amplifications.

We know that th e atmosphere does not react

in this way. Simil ar conditions are given with

the rel ease of condensation he at in the large

precipitation areas of atmosphe ric lows. This
never effects a complete turnover or a remodel·
ing of the weather situation. Instead, a quite

steady dev elopment is observed which

can

rather

realistic al ly be imitated by the hydrodynamic

equations w i t hout energy supply. I should like

to sa y that nature does not like excesses. If there
are to o many degrees of freedom for a given
variation , other smaller variations will occur.
There are m any possibili ties for such an oc
c ur renc e in t h e case studied in this paper. Small
variatio ns in the relative humidity or in the
clou dine ss may effect su ch change s . The follow
ing sur v e y allows a j u d gm ent of these in fl u en c es .
In an atmospher e with T, = 15°, f = 75 per
cent , or W = 2.1 em I.e., CO, content = 300
ppm, clo u dines s = 0.5, the long-wave outgoing
net radiation from the ear th ' s surface is E = 84
mcal/cm" min. The following effe c t s are found:

(a)

An increase in CO, c ontent from 300 to

330 ppm cause s AE
-0.5 per cent of

(b)

=

-0.4 mcal/cm' min or

An increase in temperature

16° cause s AE

per cent of

(c)

E.

E.

=

from 15° to

+1.8 mcal /cm' min or +2.2

An in c r ease in wate r vapor content from

388.5
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to 2. 33 cm I .e. ( + 10 per cent) or in the
humidity from 75 to 82.5 p er cent causes
ive
at
rel
::.E == - 3 .5 m e al /em" min or -4.1 per cent of

c onnections at a later date.

£.

often been assumed to be causes of climatic

�.l2

(d) An inc rease
0.5 5 ( + 10 per cent )

in cl o udi ne ss from 0 .5 to

-4.7

c auses .6.E

=

�.12 to 2 .33 em I.e. ( + 1 0 per c ent ) or in the
rela tiye humidity from 75 to 82.5 per cent causes
.is == - 2 .2 meal/em" min .
incre ase in cl o udiness from 0.5

cent)

per

:lS

to

c auses a chang e in the

global r a d i a t ion (acco rding to a
Saub crer an d Ilii t tel [ 1 959] ) o f

table given by
approximately

- 8 .2 meal/em' min .

==

that the variation in t.he radiation
changed

CO.

b udget

from

concentration can be c om p e n

,ated for com p let el y without any variation in
the surface temperature
increased

by

when

the cloudiness is

the amount + 0 .006 or the water

rapor c ontent is decreased by - 0 .07

em

I . e . In

these values the chan ges in glob a l radiation are
taken into account, as well as the chan ges in

the long-wave radiat i on

in ( 6 ) . These a re

as

rariations in the clou diness by 1 per cent of its

ralue

or

in the wate r vapor content

by

3 per

cent of its valu e . No meteorologist o r climatolo
gist would dare to determine the m ean clou di 
n�s

or the mean water vap o r content of the

�tmosphere with such an accuracy ; much less
can a

change of this order o f magnitu de be

be denied. B ecause of
theory of climatic changes

proved or its existence
these values the entire

hy CO, variations is becoming questionable.
Finally, it should b e emphasized that ( 4 ) is
incomplete . At

the

earth's surface there is no

�quilibrium o f the radiation pro cesses but a
heat balance in which the insolation

S

pensated for by the tmn sfer of sensible

is com

(L)

and

latent ( V) heat from the surface to the ai r, an d
by the long-waye outgoing net radiation . In
stead

of (4) we

S

get

-

E

-

L

-

V

=

0

(8)

1."ariations in o n e term of this e quation will effect
rariatio ns in all the other terms generally so
,

that we

may

expect.

�hanges as c alculated

that

ab o ve

the

variations may be :
(1)

The

CO.

conten t

of

the atmosphere

is

so remarkably uniform over sp ace and time that
it is poss i bl e to observe long-range variations

in

its mean value. This is impossible for almost
any other factor which can influence the radia
tion

pro cesses .

Clou diness, water vapor,

and

temperature show strong variations with day,
season, latitude, and between oceans and con
tinents .

Observ ations

are so scarce

over about

60 per cent o f the earth's surface that a secular
variation in these factors cannot be recognized.

It is not difficult to in fer from these numbers
:l

The reasons that the CO. variations have so

- 4 .0 mcal/

per c ent o f E.
em' min o r
(e) An increase in water vapor content from

(f) An
0.5 5 ( + 10

ere d . An attempt will be made to study these

temperature

will decrease fur

ther when the complete heat budget is consid-

CO.

content is the only factor

variation
(2)

we

whose

secular

know .

The influence of

CO,

variations on the

long-wave radiation seems t o b e evident be
cause its physical mechanism is relatively cle a rly

understood. It is, however, much mor e difficul t
to

interpret

its

meteorologi c al

meaning

and

effects.
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